Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) aims at giving people a knowledge recommendation concerning a set of objects evaluated from multiple preference-ordered attributes. The Superiority and Inferiority Ranking (SIR) is a generation of the well-known outranking approach-PROMETHEE, which is an efficient approach for MCDM. As the traditional MCDM approach, however, it faces the obstacle in handling uncertainties of real world. We are concerned about the issue on how to extend the traditional MCDM approach for applications in uncertain environments. This paper proposes a new Intuitionistic Fuzzy SIR (IF-SIR for short) approach and focuses on its application to supplier selection which is the important activity in supply chain management. Toward practical applications, two factors are considered here: (1) multiple decision makers and (2) decision information in the form of linguistic terms. We firstly identify these terms via Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set (IFS) which is proven to be a powerful mathematical tool in modeling uncertain information. Then, we provide the IF-SIR approach for group aggregation and decision analysis. Hereinto, a rule-based method is developed for ranking and selection of suppliers. Finally, an illustrative example is used for illustration of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Supplier Selection (SS) is the important activity in supply chain management in today's global market. De Boer et al. 1 reviewed the Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) approach for SS and suggested four stages in SS: problem definition; criteria formulation; supplier qualification; ranking and selection. Ha and Krishnan 2 revisited the existing methods and provided a hybrid approach by incorporation of analytic hierarchy process, data envelopment analysis and neural network. In real world, the process of SS is often
We regard these methods as the traditional MCDM methods since the factor of uncertainty is not particularly taken into account. With this in mind, our study is in the direction of developing the traditional MCDM method for their application under uncertain environments.
The classical SIR method, as a significant development of outranking relations, simultaneously employs the superiority and inferiority information, which can more comprehensively and efficiently investigate the priority among alternatives. Although this feature lets it be the very suitable tool for supplier selection, as traditional MCDM method, it is still hard to be applied in practice. That's because the precondition of the classical SIR method is that the decision information must be provided in real values, which are rarely fulfilled in real world. In order to bridge this gap, this paper proposes a new Intuitionistic Fuzzy SIR (IF-SIR for short) approach for supplier selection. This approach considers two factors towards the practical applications: (1) DM (expert/ manager/etc.) is in the form of decision group involving multiple participants; (2) all decision information is provided in the form of linguistic terms. We firstly establish the decision model of supplier selection which is an uncertainty group decision process. Following this process, we construct the decision problem and decision preliminary including three important roles (suppliers, criteria, DMs) and three required inputs (DMs' weights, criteria weights and decision values). Then, we introduce the IF-SIR approach with respect to supplier selection. An example is also provided for illustration of the proposed approach.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 revisits principles of the IFS theory and the classical SIR method, both of which are the basis for developing our approach. Section 3 establishes the decision model of supplier selection and provides the details of the IF-SIR approach. Section 4 presents an illustrative case with numerical calculation. A discussion is given in Sec. 5. Section 6 provides our conclusion and outlines the direction for future work.
The Basic Theory

Intuitionistic fuzzy set
Intuitionistic Fuzzy Set (IFS), which extends the single parameter of Zadeh's fuzzy set, is characterized by three parameters: the membership function, the non-membership function and the hesitancy function. Further theoretical works were provided by Chen Two operators IFWA and IFWG are defined for aggregating intuitionistic fuzzy information shown as follows. 27 The aggregated value by using IFWA or IFWG is also the intuitionistic fuzzy value. n IFWA Θ → Θ is defined as: n IFWG Θ → Θ is defined as: 
The classical SIR method
In this section, we concisely review the classical SIR method which is the basis for construction of our method. Suppose one DM provides the real-valued performance function ( )
. Let j f be the threshold function for the criteria j g , which is a nondecreasing function and can be decided by DMs. For each pair ( , ) , 1,..., ). In the process of Group MCDM, three stages should be clearly considered: (1) decision problem construction; (2) decision preliminary (with inputs); and (3) various decision approaches as the third stage. Fig. 1 illustrates the overall process of supplier selection based on the IF-SIR approach. Firstly, decision organizers should construct three important roles in the first stage, including alternative suppliers; considered criteria and multiple qualified DMs as a group. Then three inputs should be clarified in preliminary stage including: DMs' weights; decision values; and criteria weights. The input 1 is the results of assessment of qualified DMs in accompany with the construction of DM group. The inputs 2 and 3 are provided by each DM via evaluating the importance of criteria and the performance of alternative suppliers under these criteria. With holding the three inputs, our proposed IF-SIR approach is responsible for the third stage. The decision target is to provide a recommendation in the form of ranking or choice. Fig. 1 , let us remark how to establish the uncertainty group MCDM model of supplier selection and support decision by using the IF-SIR approach.
(1) Decision environment analysis Decision organizers are the initiator of the decision process, and also are responsible for the final decision recommendation. Several important issues should be considered including decision targets, decision principles, possible limitations, available resources, possible uncertainties, etc. In Ref. 28 , we summarized that the uncertainty in MCDM mainly contains five situations: incompletion, unclarity, inaccuracy, dynamic and multiple uncertainties. This paper mainly addresses the situation of unclarity since all decision information is in form of fuzzy linguistic terms.
(2) Decision problem analysis Decision problems are roughly in three categories: structure, semi-structure, and nonstructure. The structural problem is well organized (e.g. information table, decision table, etc.). And the other two kinds of problems are usually in the form of text documents or interviewing dialogues. In most cases, supplier selection belongs to the structural problem since it can be abstracted into the model of group MCDM. In other words, it can be organized as a number of information tables with the suppliers in row and the criteria in column. These tables are very important for the following use.
(3) Decision group analysis
In this step, the qualified people are assessed and selected in order for construction of a DM group. Their subjective judgments make significant impact on the decision results. These DMs should be selected according to their qualification, experience, specialized field, etc., which may involve another decision process. In this paper, we evaluate the importance of DMs in the form of quantified weights, which is one of the inputs for using the IF-SIR approach.
(4) Decision scheme analysis Decision schemes are the problem-solving solutions which may be derived from past experiences or newly established solutions. To supplier selection, this analysis is reflected in two DMs' evaluations: 1) criteria weights: evaluate the importance of each criterion, 2) decision values: evaluate the performance of alternative suppliers with respect to each criterion. These evaluations are important inputs of our approach, since they convey the DMs' subjective judgments.
(5) Group coordination and decision analysis
This step takes the responsibility for the aggregation of group opinions and the selection of the most suitable supplier. The IF-SIR approach here is working on condition that three inputs in the form of linguistic terms have been identified by means of IFSs from above steps.
They are defined as follows: Input 1: The kth DM's weights:
( , )
Input 2: The criteria weights given by the kth DM:
Input 3: The decision values given by the kth DM:
The IF-SIR approach
With holding the constructed basic roles (suppliers, criteria, DMs) and three inputs in the first and second stages (see Fig. 1 ), the IF-SIR approach is proposed for supplier selection. Firstly, the individual measure degree of each DM is determined according to its importance. Then, we obtain two kinds of group aggregated evaluations: decision values and criteria weights. After that, we successively calculate the IF-SIR index, matrix and flow. And finally, we induce the decision rules and introduce a simplified Net Flow Score algorithm for supplier ranking and selection. The whole process contains seven steps as follows.
Step 1. Determine individual measure degree k ξ .
In this step, we transform the kth DM's weight ( , ) 1,..., 
The distance ( , ) Step 2. Calculate the group aggregated decision information.
In provides the normalized weights for the given IFVs and then aggregates them by addition. While IFWG provides the exponentially weights and allows for aggregation of them by multiplication. Both of them are used for aggregation of intuitionistic fuzzy information and the results are also IFVs. Generally speaking, people can choose either of them in this step. Nevertheless, one point should be emphasized here. Compared with IFWG, the results by using IFWA is more impressionable to the extremum IFVs within IFS. In addition to the results, the influence by maximum values is larger than that by minimum values. With this in mind, we hold that IFWG should be used in aggregation of criteria weights in order to weaken the subjective influence. And IFWA should be used in aggregation of decision values in order to preserve the DMs' subjective judgments. This process is shown as follows:
Aggregate the criteria weights using IFWG and k ξ :
Aggregate the decision values using IFWA and k ξ :
( , ,..., ) ...
From this step, we obtain the aggregated criteria weights ( , ) Step 4. Determine the IF-SIR Index and Matrix. In this step, we determine the IF-SIR Index and Matrix using the acquired performance function. Firstly, with respect to the kth criterion, we define ( , ) 
where ( ) The IF-superiority index can be obtained by:
The IF-inferiority index can be obtained by: 
S Y S Y S Y S Y S Y S Y S Y S Y S Y S Y
The IF-inferiority matrix: 
This process is similar as that of the classic SIR method.
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Step 5. Determine the IF-SIR flow.
With holding the IF-SIR matrices [ ( )] j i n m S Y × and [ ( )]
j i n m I Y × , the IF-SIR flow can be calculated by using intuitionistic fuzzy aggregation operators. We hold that IFWA should be used here in order to preserve the subjective evaluations derived from DMs. The process is shown as follows:
The IF-superiority flow can be obtained by:
The IF-inferiority flow can be obtained by: Step 6. Induce decision rules based on outranking relations. 
When we simultaneously consider IF-superiority flow and IF-inferiority flow for construction of the decision rules, there are totally nine kinds of condition parts. 
The comparison law 23 should be used here, which is based on the score function and the accuracy function (see Sec. 2.1).
Step 7. Provide the decision recommendation for supplier selection
Aided by the induced decision rules, we calculate a specific score for each alternative supplier based on the established pairwise comparison Score Y is the quantitative measure in order to identify the priority in the final ranking. This comparing procedure can be regarded as a simplified algorithm of Net Flow Score. 29 Using the calculated scores, a clear decision recommendation can be provided: For ranking from better to worse, it suggests the preference-order based on the score from maximum to minimum. For selection, it suggests the most suitable supplier which is having the maximum score. Let us remark that there may be more than one supplier with the same score based on Eq. (12) . It means these suppliers are with the same priority for DM under the given decision environment. In information table, each column of criterion including its weights and the corresponding decision values, is regarded as one granule of knowledge for decision-making. Assuming the acquired decision recommendation cannot fulfill the decision organizer's requirement due to these suppliers which are with the same priority, the additional criteria should be taken into account. In other words, the acquired recommendation in this step can be refined by means of considering more granular knowledge in decision preliminary stage. 
An illustrative Example
Decision preliminary
The preliminary gives all the inputs in order for the proposed method to work. We firstly identify linguistic terms by using intuitionistic fuzzy sets. We call them the IFV-measures which can be set via past experiences (e.g. the Refs. 9, 13 and 31). Table 1 gives the IFVmeasures of linguistic terms on "Importance" and "Performance", which are of nine levels. Table 1 . IFV-measures of linguistic terms on "Importance" and "Performance".
Levels
"Importance" terms "Performance" terms IFVs Based on Table 1, Table 2 presents the weights of experts which are provided by decision organizers and the weights of criteria provided by corresponding experts. Based on Table 1 , Table 3 presents the decision values of alternative suppliers under each criterion which is provided by experts. Table 3 . The decision values via using the linguistic terms on "Performance".
Experts Suppliers
Criteria
Let us remark that the distance measures used in the following experiments require three-parameter IFVs including the membership degree, the non-membership degree and the hesitancy degree. The IFV-measures presented in Table 1 just contain first two parameters. The third parameter can be calculated via one minus the first two parameters, according to the definition of hesitancy degree.
Numerical experiments
The numerical experiments are illustrated step by step, according to the IF-SIR approach.
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The individual measure degree of three experts 1 2 3 ( , , ) k ξ ξ ξ ξ = can be obtained by using Eqs. (1)−(3) and the inputs of Table 2 . By employing Euclidean Distance, we take the third expert 3 e as example to illustrate this procedure. The inputs: 3 Following similar procedures, we can obtain the all individual measure degrees as: 1 2 3 ( , , ) (1.0000, 0.8314, . )
Step 2. Calculate the group aggregated decision information. The inputs: Table 1; Table 2 ; the acquired k ξ .
By using Eq. (4), the aggregated criteria weights can be obtained as: The inputs: Table 1; Table 3 ; the acquired k ξ .
By using Eq. 
From this step, we obtain the group aggregated decision information j ω and ij d , both of which are used as the inputs in following steps.
Step 3. Determine the performance function ( ) 
Step 4. Determine the IF-SIR Index and Matrix. Firstly we define the nondecreasing threshold function of Eq. (7) as:
The form of the set function is similar to the True Criterion of the six generalized threshold functions in Ref. 16 . Then according to Eqs. Table 5 . Using the data in Score column, a clear decision recommendation can be provided: If the target is selection, it suggests the supplier 3 Y is the most suitable supplier which is with the maximum score (= 4). If the target is ranking, it suggests the rank should be 3 
Discussion
In supplier selection, many approaches have been provided in literature. Following the uncertainty group decision process (mentioned in Sec. 3.1), we carry out the analysis of several latest literature works with comparison of our IF-SIR approach in Table 6 . In summary, the decision target of supplier selection is to rank the alternative suppliers and select the most suitable one. Three basic roles are necessary including alternative suppliers, considered criteria and qualified DMs. Two inputs including decision values and criteria weights derived from DMs' evaluations in the form of linguistic terms, which are identified by means of diverse mathematical tools for modeling the existing uncertainties. The commonly used tools consist of fuzzy set and its extensions (FS, IFS, etc.), vague set, grey systems, rough set, etc. If considering the factor of multiple DMs, the weighted linear programming is still the frequently used means for aggregation of group opinions.
A major distinction of existing approaches is how to measure the priority of suppliers via one kind of comparable values/utilities. Compared with existing approaches, the IF-SIR approach inherits the feature of classical SIR method, which gives simultaneously consideration of the superiority and inferiority relations of suppliers. According to the relations, decision rules are induced for construction of the pairwise comparison table and the net flow scores are calculated as the utility of suppliers for ranking and selection. The final score merely relies on the relations of the pairwise suppliers aided by induced rules. This feature makes the proposed approach agile towards the dynamic decision criteria. In practice, it offers the opportunity to refine the achieved recommendation via
